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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on the extraction
of social events in text from the web. We consider
social events as complex Named Entities (NEs) i.e. NEs
represented by a list of properties that can be simple
values (text, number, etc.), ”elementary” NEs and/or
other complex NEs. Regarding the extraction of these
complex NEs, our contribution focuses on the noisy
context issue. Very few works in the state-of-the-art deal
with this issue, and the few existing ones have limits in
several contexts. We propose an original processing
method based on supervised learning and patterns
that makes it possible to focus property annotation on
specific blocks of webpages. This process is generic
and independent of the type of NE processed. We
experimented and evaluated it with an example of
complex NEs: social events. It appears that, in a
noisy context, the results obtained with our approach
considerably improve the standard process used in
the state-of-the-art. The work was conducted with
the objective of generalize it for other categories of
complex NEs.
Keywords. Information extraction, complex named
entities, social event.

1 Introduction
Recent developments in information technologies
have made the web an important data source.
Additionally, the number of contributors to this data
source is increasing very rapidly and the published
content is usually unstructured.

There are standards such as schema.org
microdata [14] that have been defined to structure
the information published on the web. However,
these standards are only used very little in practice
(less than 1% of websites use such standards).
Therefore, automatic processing of webpages
for information extraction purposes is a difficult
task. This is one reason for the rapid growth
in the number of research works related to
Information Extraction (IE) [4] in the textual content
of webpages.
The information contained on the web generally
refers to real-world objects such as people, places,
points of interest (POI) or even events: in the state
of the art, these objects correspond to Named
Entities (NEs) [23].
However, a NE such as a social event can be
described by a list of properties (e.g. its title, its
category, its location and even its performer ). In
our approach, a NE, when described by several
properties is called a complex NE.
Consider an excerpt of text from a webpage
describing an event (see Figure 1).
The
extraction of different items of information on
this event raises several issues. First of all,
text phrases corresponding to properties of the
event (performer, category, location, etc.) are
drowned in the text without particular markups [19].
Furthermore, some properties can be expressed in
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non-regular forms [8] (e.g., the event’s title). Finally,
some properties can be noisy.
This is the case of the event’s performers, who
are person (Jeff Panacloc, Jean-Marc). The text
describing the event also contains other people
(Nicolas Nebot and Erwan Champigne) who have
nothing to do with the event performers. In the
same way, the event date (Saturday, October 14,
2017 ) is described as noisy because, in the text,
we have other dates as the ticketing opening date
(September 06, 2017 ) and the date of another
event with the same performer (April 10, 2016).
Ultimately, a complex NE’s property is said to
be noisy if the analysed text contains several
candidate phrases that can match this targeted
property. When this issue arises, the extraction
context is referred as noisy. This paper will focus
on this issue.
Ticketing show JEFF PANACLOC COUNTERATTACK ticketmaster
Event title

Type COMEDY AND ONE (WO)MAN SHOW - COMEDY
Noisy title

After their first show "Jeff Panacloc loses control", a burn out,
a thalasso, and several hit and run crimes, after a three-year
triumphal tour crowned by the Parisian performance of April 10, 2016
Noisy date

Event performers

Jeff Panacloc and Jean-Marc return in new adventures. They perform
at SALLE EURYTHMIE, Rue Salvador Allende 82000 MONTAUBAN,
Event venue
this Saturday, October 14, 2017 at 8:30 PM.
Event date
The price of tickets is between: 32.00 and 44.50 €
Noisy performers

Director : Nicolas NEBOT
Enlightenment : Erwan CHAMPIGNE
Noisy date

Book your tickets from September 06, 2017

Fig. 1. Excerpt of text describing an event

We propose an approach in order to automatically extract complex NEs in webpages. The
originality of this process lies in the fact that we
have developed a processing method dedicated
to the identification of noisy properties. This
processing is based on supervised learning and
patterns. It helps to isolate blocks of webpages
potentially containing the properties of complex
NEs. Only these blocks will then be analysed
in order to identify the corresponding properties.
We apply this generic approach to social events in
order to evaluate the contribution of our proposal.
The paper is presented as follows. We define the
Named Entity concept in section 2, with a focus on
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the social event NEs. We look at works carried out
on complex NE extraction in section 3.
In section 4, we present in detail our extraction
process for social events, while section 5 focuses
on the evaluation of the obtained extraction system.
Section 6 concludes the paper and proposes new
research perspectives.

2 Definitions
The notion of Named Entity (NE) emerged
during the MUC (Message Understanding Conferences) [13] in the 1990s. Despite the various
changes that it has undergone since then, this
notion remains difficult to define, with several
definitions being proposed [13, 5, 23]. Dupont [9]
defines a NE as a linguistic unit of a referential
nature which refers to people, organizations,
places, dates, etc. In other words, a NE can
therefore be defined as a linguistic unit (phrase),
uniquely identifiable in a specific context and
that refers to a real-world object. To process
NEs, we organize them into two main categories:
elementary and complex.
Elementary NEs are represented by a single
phrase that refers to the object of the real world to
which it corresponds. Therefore, an elementary NE
can be a person (Gustave Eiffel), a place (Liberty
Island), or a date (Saturday, October 14, 2017),
when described by one property only.
A complex NE is a NE represented by a list
of properties. Consider the NE corresponding
to the movie ”Star Wars”. It can be described
by 3 properties: its title (Star Wars), its director
(Georges Lucas) and a set of categories (Action,
Adventure). In this example, the title of the movie
is a text, the director is an elementary NE of the
person type and the category is a set of texts. The
director, who is a person NE, can also be seen as
a list of properties (name, date of birth and place of
birth). In this case, he is no longer represented as
an elementary NE but as a complex one.
In formal terms, let us consider a complex NE e
represented by n properties (n > 1). We define
it by: e =< p1 , p2 , ..., pn >. The property pi can
be mono-valued or multi-valued (set). The value
of property pi can be an instance of a simple
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type (text, number, etc.), an elementary NE, or a
complex NE.
Before processing any complex NE, it is
important to define models to represent them. In
our application case, we deal with event NEs.
According to Zhang et al. [29], an event is
”something that happens somewhere, at a given
time and involves a certain number of actors”. Two
types of events are generally distinguished in the
state of the art; these are facts and social events.
Facts correspond to historical events, current
topics, or even the episodes of a story. Social
events refer to concerts, festivals, conferences,
sport events, etc., to which a schedule and an
audience are associated. For our application
case, we deal with social events and propose a
representation model for their description. This is
given in Figure 2.

(ii) the event’s performance, which represents
variable properties.
An event’s performance is scheduled and is
characterized mainly by a venue, a date and a
set of performers (artists). The set of performers
is attached to the performance and not to the
event, because the performers may vary from one
occasion to another. Indeed, the actors in a
play staged by a touring theatre company may
change. The same applies to the organizers. Other
properties such as start and end times, duration or
even ticket prices are taken into account.

3 Related Work
Several works have focused on Complex NE
extraction in text from the web. Rae et al. [22],
for example, address the extraction of POIs in web
content, while Orlando et al. [21] and Foley et
al. [10] focus on events. The proposed extraction
processes are specific to the complex NE types
analysed (POIs, events, etc.).
However, the
extraction process is usually carried out in two
steps: (i) the text is processed in order to identify
the different properties; (ii) and the identified
properties are gathered to build complex NEs.
Regarding the first step, four main categories of
approaches are generally used: pattern-based [2,
1, 26], knowledge-based [28, 25], learning-based
[17, 24, 31] and hybrid [7, 3] which combines the
previous three. We have seen in the example in
Figure 1 that the properties of a complex NE are
generally drowned in the text.

Fig. 2. Social event representation model

In our model, social events may occur on
several occasions. Indeed, it is possible to attend
the same concert of artist X on several dates
and at different venues. For this reason, our
model describes information about social events
on two levels: (i) the event’s thematic level,
which serves to characterize it and to express its
invariable properties such as the title or categories;

Therefore, to identify each of them, one or a
combination of the four extraction approaches is
implemented according to the specificity of the
targeted property. When the targeted property
follows very regular forms such as dates [26],
it is usually the pattern-based approach that is
implemented for their extraction. Next, when the
targeted property can be described in a knowledge
resource, knowledge-based approaches tend to
be the most used [18].
When the targeted
property cannot be characterized by regular forms
(as is the case of the performers in Figure 1), a
learning-based approach is generally implemented
for its extraction [10].
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Sometimes, some of the three first approaches
are combined for property identification.
For instance, to reinforce the extraction of
a property using a learning-based approach,
resources can be used to introduce knowledge in
the learning model training step. Rae et al. [22], for
example, combine data from Wikipedia to train a
learning model dedicated to the detection of POIs’
locations in webpages.
Once extracted, the second step consists in
gathering the identified properties in order to
complete complex NE fields: here arises the noisy
context issue which is only covered slightly in the
literature. Indeed, most of the works related to
complex NE extraction deal with not noisy corpora.
As a matter of facts, for event extraction, these
corpora include mostly short texts from social
networks posts (Twitter, Facebook, etc.). However,
Orlando et al. [21] have made a proposal for the
extraction, in a noisy context, of event complex NEs
such as ”Larry Page founded Google Inc. in 1998
with Offices in California” in the print media. The
extraction process is also divided into two stages:
identification of properties (”Larry Page”, ”Google
Inc”, ”1998”, ”California” ) and their aggregation.
Regarding the second step, they consider that
the context may be noisy. After identifying the
properties in text, they gather them using the
Cartesian product to build candidate complex
NEs. A relevance score is computed for each
candidate by querying a search engine (Google)
and projecting the properties of candidates on
the pages yielded by the search engine. Only
candidates with the highest relevance scores will
be targeted as valid events. This process works
properly in the context of Orlando et al. because
the properties are strongly related to each other.
Indeed, replacing for example ”Larry Page” by
”Mark Zuckerberg” in a candidate event and
querying Google gives results that are far removed
from the query: hence the low relevance score.
This makes it possible to disqualify erroneous
candidate entities.
However, in some cases, this process could
lead to the extraction of the wrong complex NEs.
Referring to the example in Figure 1, a candidate
event built by taking the ticketing opening date as
the event’s opening date will obtain a good score
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with Orlando’s approach. Most of the webpages
that describe the event in Figure 1 also contain
the ticketing opening date. Therefore, querying a
search engine with this candidate event and the
real one will lead to close scores, despite the fact
that one of the two is erroneous.

4 Complex Named Entitiy Events
Extraction Process
We have designed a processing chain dedicated
to the extraction of social events in webpages
(see figure 3). This chain takes into account the
existence of noisy properties. Contrary to the
standard approach which is based on two steps
(property annotation and property aggregation),
we introduce a new processing step that locates
the relevant webpage blocks which may contain
the property’s phrases (block detection) before
annotating them. This is interesting as the issue of
noisy properties is solved before their annotation.
We will now detail each of the three modules of
our processing chain.
4.1 Block Detection
The objective of this first module is to focus the
annotation of properties on blocks likely to contain
the right phrases. It takes as an input the social
event representation model and the webpage to
analyse. As an output of this first module, for
each property described in the model, we have the
webpage block in which it might be contained.
The observation of a sample of pages from the
analysed corpus shows us that the position of
the block containing properties can vary or not.
For example, the event’s title is always stacked in
the header of the analysed webpage, for organic
search reasons, while the position of category or
date of events varies according to the analysed
page and/or website. Therefore, we propose to use
two strategies for the block detection:
— when the block containing a property is
stacked in a specific position in the webpage,
we propose a pattern-based approach;
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Fig. 3. Complex NE general extraction process

— when the position of the block containing a
property varies, we propose a learning-based
approach to locate it.
Thus, we implement a pattern-based strategy for
the event’s title identification. The corresponding
pattern is given below:
< head >

T itle Block

compromise between manual annotation efforts
and efficient processing.
Several criteria are necessary for determining
features to infer the learning model. We based
ourselves on the work of Ollagnier et al. [20] for
the choice of these criteria. The most relevant for
our problem are the following:

< /head > .

With regard to other properties such as
category or date of events, we have carried
out a supervised-learning-based strategy for their
identification. We only analyse the textual content
of webpages for this purpose. In the state of the
art, there are several supervised learning-based
algorithms that are known to be effective for text
tagging. The two most commonly used ones
are the Neural Networks algorithm [30] and the
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) algorithm [16].
For our experimentation, we chose the CRF
algorithm.
This was due to the difficulty of
compiling the necessary training set. In fact,
Neural Networks require a large amount of data
for training when the number of features to take
into account is high [6]. In our context, the
analysed texts are long (600 words average) and
we wish to use the maximum number of features
to detect blocks. CRF appears to be a good

— The word (token): this will generate features
like the part of speech (POS), the lemma, the
shape (upper case, lower case, capitalized),
the position in text, etc;
— Sequence of words: this makes it possible to
take into account the co-occurrences of words;
— Properties of the words in the same window:
for each word in a window, joint features are
constructed from those of other words. The
number of words to take into account to the
left and to the right of the analysed word are
parameters of the algorithm;
— Substrings of characters constituting a word:
in this case, the features applied to the words
are also applied to their substrings (n-gram).
The maximum size of substrings to consider is
a parameter of the algorithm.
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We use the CRF implementation of the Stanford
NER library 1 to train our block detection model.
The training set is composed of 360 webpages
from 12 ticketing websites. This corresponds to
about 218,000 words as input into the trainer.
The obtained blocks are illustrated in Figure 4.
Indeed, blocks containing the effective properties
of the event are delimited by continuous line
rectangles. In this example, the identification of the
performance block makes it possible to distinguish
between the date of the described event (Saturday,
October 14, 2017 ) and both the ticketing opening
date (September 06, 2017 ) and that of the other
event with the same performer (April 10, 2016)
mentioned in the text. The same block also
contains information about venue, performers and
even price and hour.
This block detection module needs to be tuned
each time a new corpus has to be processed:
pattern-based and/or learning-based approaches
might be adapted.
Title block

Ticketing show JEFF PANACLOC COUNTERATTACK ticketmaster
Category block

Type COMEDY AND ONE (WO)MAN SHOW - COMEDY
After their first show "Jeff Panacloc loses control", a burn out,
a thalasso, and several hit and run crimes, after a three-year
triumphal tour crowned by the Parisian performance of April 10, 2016
Performance block

Jeff Panacloc and Jean-Marc return in new adventures. They perform
at SALLE EURYTHMIE, Rue Salvador Allende 82000 MONTAUBAN,
this Saturday, October 14, 2017 at 8:30 PM.
The price of tickets is between: 32.00 and 44.50 €
Director : Nicolas NEBOT
Enlightenment : Erwan CHAMPIGNE
Book your tickets from September 06, 2017

Fig. 4. Illustration of block detection

4.2 Property Annotation
This module is dedicated to the identification of the
properties of complex NEs in the blocks detected
by the first processing module. As an input, we
have a set of annotators that can be state-of-the-art
standards or customized ones. We also have
the model describing each of the complex NE’s
properties and the webpage in which blocks have
been detected.
1 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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For each property, the block containing it is
selected first. Then an annotator in the input
set is invoked according to the specificities of the
property. Finally, the selected annotator is used to
identify the targeted property in the relevant block.
To identify an event title in the corresponding
block, we choose a supervised learning-based
approach. This choice is due to the fact that
this property does not follow any regular forms or
cannot be expressed in a controlled vocabulary.
Indeed, an event’s title can be a single word
(Rihanna) or a whole sentence (Jeff Panacloc
loses control). We use the CRF algorithm to
train our event title annotator, in the same way as
for block detection. We re-use the same criteria
for the generation of features, but with different
parameters (window size, substring size, etc.).
The event category annotator is built using a
knowledge-based approach. The main reason
for this choice is that the vocabulary used to
express a social event’s categories is controlled.
We analysed a set of online platforms dealing
with this type of event to build a knowledge
resource, including ticketing websites, tourist office
sites and event directories. We represent this
resource as a tree of concepts, each concept being
characterized by a set of labels. The resulting
tree has 4 hierarchical levels and contains 57
concepts for 610 labels. The resource is projected
on the text of blocks to annotate the mentions of
event categories.
The annotation of the event venues is based
on the cascading combination of three annotators.
The purpose of the cascading combination of these
annotators is to detect an event venue in its most
complete form whenever possible. Indeed, the first
one in this combination is a pattern-based address
annotator [11]. If it does not detect any place,
an annotator based on a gazetteer of event venue
names (built from DBPedia 2 and Google Maps 3
data) is then invoked. If no venue is detected by
the first two annotators, an annotator using a city
name lexicon can be used to identify the venue.
The invoked annotator for date identification is
built using a pattern-based approach. This is
because the dates follow very regular forms.
2 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
3 https://www.google.fr/maps
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The same is true for price and hour annotators
which are also built using patterns. For the performer annotation, we use two distinct annotators.
The first one exploits a thesaurus, built from
DBpedia and YAGO 4 data, for the identification
of performer names. The second one uses a
supervised learning model that is trained with
the CRF algorithm. To annotate performers in
relevant blocks, the first annotator is invoked, then
the second is also invoked to identify performers
not referenced in the resource. The combination
of these two annotators is intended to minimize
silence during performer annotation.
The result is shown in Figure 5.
Event title

Ticketing show JEFF PANACLOC COUNTERATTACK ticketmaster
Event category

Type COMEDY AND ONE (WO)MAN SHOW - COMEDY
After their first show "Jeff Panacloc loses control", a burn out,
a thalasso, and several hit and run crimes, after a three-year
triumphal tour crowned by the Parisian performance of April 10, 2016
Event performers

Event venue

Jeff Panacloc and Jean-Marc return in new adventures. They perform
at SALLE EURYTHMIE, Rue Salvador Allende 82000 MONTAUBAN,
this Saturday, October 14, 2017 at 8:30 PM.
Event hour
The price of tickets is between: 32.00 and 44.50 €
Event price
Event date

Director : Nicolas NEBOT
Enlightenment : Erwan CHAMPIGNE
Book your tickets from September 06, 2017

Fig. 5. Illustration of property annotation

4.3 Property Aggregation
Once the properties have been annotated in
the corresponding blocks, the purpose of this
last module is to aggregate them into the
corresponding complex NEs.
Two scenarios
can be distinguished depending on whether
the analysed webpage contains one or many
complex NEs:
— If the webpage contains only one complex
NE, aggregation simply associates each
annotated property with the corresponding
field according to the representation model of
the complex NE;
4 http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-andinformationsystems/research/yago-naga/yago/#c10444

— If the webpage contains many complex
NEs, patterns or ”dedicated” algorithms are
more appropriate.
In our corpus, each analysed webpage describes a single event. Therefore, the aggregation
process consists of parsing the webpage content
and associating each of the annotated properties
with the corresponding fields in the event’s model
(see Figure 2). Detecting the performance block
makes it possible to group each of their properties
(date, venue, hour, etc.) without ambiguity.

5 Evaluation
This section does not evaluate the existing complex
NE annotators, nor customized ones.
We
simply implemented (i) the two-step state-of-the-art
approach (i.e., annotation of properties first
and then their aggregation) as well as (ii) our
three-steps approch detailed before (Figure 3).
Then, we analysed a corpus with both systems and
compared the results (i.e., annotations obtained
without and with a block detection module
upstream). Indeed, we wanted to evaluate the
ability of our annotation system to properly identify
the right properties of event NEs, and more
particularly to measure the contribution of the
block detection module in a context where some
properties can be noisy. This evaluation protocol is
built based on the TREC [27] procedure.
5.1 Protocol
Scenarios
We have defined two evaluation scenarios:
— Scenario 1: the properties are annotated
in the whole webpage text without any
block detection (all the modules of the
generic chain are instantiated except the block
detection one);
— Scenario 2: the properties are annotated
by analysing relevant webpage blocks. For
this scenario, all the modules in our generic
chain are instantiated, in particular the one
dedicated to block detection.
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Evaluated Properties
Here we will evaluate the extraction of five properties: title, category, venue, date and performer.
Corpus & Metrics
The evaluation corpus is composed of 150
webpages extracted from 12 ticketing websites.
Each webpage describes a single event which
may contain one or more performance(s). To
compare our two scenarios, we use the three
following evaluation metrics [12]: precision, recall
and F1 -measure.
5.2 Results
We consider that the annotation of the properties
is strongly linked to the detection of the blocks
in which they are contained. As a result, we
began our evaluation by measuring the quality of
the block detection module. The category block
and performance one (which contains the venue,
the date and the performers) are characterized by
the fact that their position varies in the text of the
pages. Regarding the block containing the title, it
corresponds to the head tag of the HTML page
which is relatively simple and effective to detect.
Our system always finds them in every page of this
evaluation corpus.
Concerning the category and the performance
blocks, the results of their detection on the
evaluation corpus are given in Table 1. These
results show that our block detection module is
very accurate. So when a text block is tagged as
containing a property, this is correct in more than
93% of the cases. Anyway, some blocks containing
properties are not detected. This is mainly due to
linguistic turns and the use of abbreviations.
Table 1. Evaluation of the block detection module

Blocks
Category
Performance

Precision
93.25
94.58

Recall
82.17
83.16

F1 -measure
87.36
88.50

Table 2 presents the results obtained from the
experimentation of the two scenarios described
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above (standard approch compared with the one
using the block detection module) for the property
annotation. P , R and F1 correspond to the results
of scenario 1 and P 0 , R0 and F10 to those of scenario
2. The gains obtained with the block detection
module correspond to ∆P , ∆R , ∆F1 .
The first observation that emerges from these
results is the clear improvement in all the
F1 -measures with the instantiation of the block
detection module. This is because the block
detection module is working properly (about 90%
correctness): when it marks a webpage block
as containing a given property, this is generally
correct. However, this improvement impacts the
recall of certain properties, including category,
venue, date and performers. Indeed, if the block
containing a property has not been detected, then
the associated property will not be annotated,
hence the decline in the recall. This problem
may arise when the block containing the targeted
property is detected using the learning-based
strategy (category, venue, date and performer).
Regarding the annotation of the event title, the
instantiation of the block detection module serves
to increase both precision and recall. Indeed,
analysing only the text of the page’s header
considerably reduces the risk of annotating wrong
titles: this explains the increase in precision. In
addition, analysing just a text fragment makes it
possible to take advantage of learning performance
to annotate information in short texts. As a result,
this increases the title annotator recall. However,
some event titles are not detected by our annotator
even though they are present in the header of the
page. These are usually very short titles (e.g. ”P.
Kass”), which are very uncommon in practice.
With regard to the category, the block detection
module makes it possible to improve by about 50%
the precision of the system compared with scenario
1. However, the category annotator sometimes
does not detect labels in the selected blocks. This
is mainly because the corresponding phrases are
not listed in the resource. A lexical enrichment
of the category resource is underway to reduce
this silence.
For the venue, the precision obtained is about
95%, well above the 83% obtained on average
by Jiang et al. [15], who experimented location
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Table 2. Evaluation results

Property
Title
Category
Venue
Date
Performer

Scenario 1
P
R
F1
75.26 48.67 59.11
42.10 92.05 57.77
51.02 95.28 66.46
52.82 94.62 67.79
37.15 90.24 52.63

Scenario 2
P0
R0
F10
92.57 87.63 90.03
92.45 76.15 83.51
94.25 81.16 87.22
95.82 82.03 88.39
84.16 79.24 81.63

identification with several free Named Entities
Recognition Systems (Stanford NER 5 and Spacy 6
in particular) on different corpora of texts. The
cascade combination of three different annotators
helps to limit the proportion of non-identified
venues. Therefore, almost all the locations in the
performance blocks are annotated by our system.
For dates, the block detection module helps to
correctly isolate the relevant dates. This makes it
possible to limit the proportion of erroneous dates,
thus improving precision (43% gain). Moreover, as
the dates follow very regular forms in our corpus,
when the blocks containing them are detected,
generally our annotator identifies them all.
As with the other properties, block detection
helps to significantly improve the precision of
performer annotation (47% gain). However, some
erroneous annotations occur due to ambiguous
cases. For example, suppose that the processed
webpage describes a conference where ”Jean
Marc Verdier” is a speaker and is not referenced
in the resource.
Additionally, consider that
the resource contains a performer whereby
”Jean Marc” (the puppet of Jeff Panacloc 7 , a
French comedian) is one of the labels: the
performer annotator will tag the phrase ”Jean
Marc” (the puppet) as the performer, although it
has absolutely nothing to do with the conference.

6 Conclusion
We developed an approach for the extraction of
social event complex NEs in webpages.
5 https://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/
6 https://spacy.io/
7 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff

Panacloc

∆P
+ 17.31
+ 50.35
+ 43.23
+ 43.00
+ 47.01

Gains
∆R
+ 38.96
- 15.90
- 14.12
- 12.59
- 11.00

∆F 1
+ 30.91
+ 25.73
+ 20.76
+ 20.59
+ 28.99

Several issues are taken into account in our
proposal and the one we tackle in this paper
is the noisy context problem. A complex NE’s
property is said to be noisy if the analysed text
contains several candidate phrases that can match
this targeted property.
In related works, the
extraction process is realized in two stages : the
first one annotates the properties of complex NEs
and the second one aggregates the annotated
properties to build complex NEs.
The noisy
context issue is usually taken into account during
this second stage. Our approach differs in the
fact that we treat the noisy context before the
annotation stage, starting by locating automatically
the relevant webpage blocks which may contain the
properties’ phrases.
So, our processing chain consists of three
main modules: (i) the first one detects webpage
blocks that contain the properties of complex
NEs; (ii) the second one analyses these blocks
to annotate the properties; (iii) and the last
module aggregates the annotated properties to
build complex NEs. The introduction of the block
detection module constitutes an improvement for
complex NE extraction in a noisy context. Indeed,
with the experimentation of our approach for the
extraction of social events, we observe an average
gain of 40% in precision, as well as an average
gain of 25% in the F1 -measure compared to an
approach without the block detection.
Our approach for social event complex NEs
extraction in webpages is generic. It is important
to note that the model of the targeted complex NE
(e.g., social events) is one of the parameters of the
block detection module (see Figure 3). However,
as explained in the description of this module,
each time a new corpus has to be processed,
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pattern-based and/or learning-based approaches
might be tuned again.
This work was conducted with the objective
of replicating the process for other categories of
complex NEs. To evaluate the genericity of our
approach, we experimented it on another category
of complex NE. A first experiment on business
entities showed results similar to those obtained for
social events, especially for address and activity
field properties annotation. Ongoing works now
focus on new experiments in order to confirm the
contribution of the block detection stage. Our
ultimate goal is to define a generic extraction
process suited to any category of complex NE.
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